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Eva Hesse, No title, 1969, Cheesecloth, adhesive, 17 1/4 x 11 1/4 x 4 1/2 in.,
Photo: A. Burger, Courtesy of Hauser & Wirth, New York

In addition to creating elaborate large-scale sculptures and installations, Eva Hesse consistently produced a variety of small
experimental works during her short career. Coined Studioworks by Hesse scholar Briony Fer, these sculptures embody a
sense of immediacy and spontaneity that sets them apart as a unique group. Last winter, Fer and Barry Rosen curated “Eva
Hesse: Sudiowork” at the Camden Arts Center in London, which marked the first attempt to explore these works in depth.
While the Studioworks reflect Hesse’s unique skill to transform restrained gestures into minimalist contemplations of poetic
abstractions, it is their emphasis on simplicity that has led some critics to consider them as mere exercises and studies. On the
surface, Fer’s terminology suggests exactly that, implying that they were not only created in the studio, but also meant to stay
there.
Hauser & Wirth’s elegant exhibition, which used only Hesse’s name in the title, stayed clear of terminology. By presenting a
selection of Studioworks on a large wooden plinth that was as raw as a studio table, the exhibition decisively remained
ambiguous as to whether they should be viewed as test pieces that simply formed part of Hesse’s reference vocabulary from
which she drew her inspiration, or true works of art. Grouped in one installation, however, the independent identity of each
work was somewhat lost. Instead, each sculpture appeared as a fragment of a larger gesture. The impression prevailed that
each piece served as a single expressive mark, which only in conjunction with others succeeds in completing a more complex
composition. This notion was reinforced by the fact that the pieces have much in common. Of the fourteen untitled works
here, most were made of treated cheesecloth (one of Hesse’s favored materials) and/or papier-caché. They were biomorphic
and defined by strong curves, folds and sometimes cupping forms that allude to a bowl or body shape. They also reveal a
strong concern for texture and tactility, which are employed to negotiate subtleties of color and a sense of translucence.
Hesse, who kept an on and off diary, wrote in 1969 that it was her ultimate goal “to get to non-art,” meaning to create
objects that would be free of associations, historic or distinct emotional connotations. Interestingly, these works do not
achieve that and might not even have been an expression of this ambition. They certainly are some of Hesse’s more easily
associative works. Their simplicity draws much attention to their materiality, which evokes fragility. The cheesecloth brings
bandages to mind, the veiling and protection of the human body, especially when at its most vulnerable.
Hesse’s difficulties in finding and defining herself are intimately described in her journals. Fears of death, abandonment and
illness recurred frequently and though Hesse is considered an abstract artist, her works are steeped in life. The Studioworks
share this quality. They are fragments, but not in form; instead, they present aspects of Hesse’s meditation on the powers of
purity, be it in relation to form, color or content.

